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ABSTRACT
The intrinsic escape fraction of ionizing Lyman continuum photons ( fesc ) is crucial to understanding whether
galaxies are capable of reionizing the neutral hydrogen in the early universe at z>6. Unfortunately, it is not
possible to access fesc at z>4 with direct observations, and the handful of measurements from low-redshift
galaxies consistently ﬁnd fesc<10%, while at least fesc ∼10% is necessary for galaxies to dominate
reionization. Here, we present the ﬁrst empirical prediction of fesc at z>6 by combining the (sparsely
populated) relation between [O III]/[O II]and fesc with the redshift evolution of [O III]/[O II]as predicted from
+8.3
local high-z analogs selected by their Hαequivalent width. We ﬁnd fesc = 5.73.3 % at z=6 and
+15.5
fesc = 10.4-6.3 % at z=9 for galaxies with log (M M) ~ 9.0 (errors given as 1σ). However, there is a
negative correlation with stellar mass and we ﬁnd up to 50% larger fesc per 0.5 dex decrease in stellar mass. The
population-averaged escape fraction increases according to fesc = fesc,0 ((1 + z ) 3)a , with fesc,0=
(2.3±0.05)% and α=1.17±0.02 at z>2 for log (M M) ~ 9.0 . With our empirical prediction of fesc
(thus ﬁxing an important, previously unknown variable) and further reasonable assumptions on clumping factor
and the production efﬁciency of Lyman continuum photons, we conclude that the average population of
galaxies is just capable of reionizing the universe by z∼6.
Key words: galaxies: evolution – galaxies: high-redshift – galaxies: ISM
they likely do not dominate the budget of radiation needed to
ionize hydrogen1 (e.g., Masters et al. 2012; PalanqueDelabrouille et al. 2013). On the other hand, the overall
number density of UV-emitting, faint star-forming galaxies
has dropped only slightly in the period 6<z<9 (Schenker
et al. 2013; Tacchella et al. 2013; Oesch et al. 2014; Bouwens
et al. 2015b; Mason et al. 2015). Furthermore, studies of
faint, lensed galaxies show the continuation of the UV
luminosity function (LF) to very faint magnitudes (Alavi
et al. 2014; Livermore et al. 2016), thus providing an
important number of galaxies needed for reionization.
The redshift evolution of the volume fraction of ionized
hydrogen (QH II ) and the integral of the electron scattering
optical depth (tel (z), the integrated density of free electrons to
redshift z) allow us to test whether galaxies are actually capable
of reionizing the universe (e.g., Finkelstein et al. 2012; Kuhlen
& Faucher-Giguère 2012; Bouwens et al. 2015a; Robertson
et al. 2015; Price et al. 2016). Unfortunately, the determination
of QH II (z) and tel (z) involves several properties of galaxies and
their environment that cannot be measured directly or have to
be accessed via cosmological simulations. In detail, these
dependences are the faint-end slope of the UV LF and its cutoff
magnitude (MUV,lim ), the clumping of hydrogen in the IGM (C),
the photon production efﬁciency (xion ) of the Lyman continuum
(LyC), and the intrinsic escape fraction of ionizing LyC
photons ( fesc ). We have a good handle on MUV,lim from lensing
(see above), and good estimates of xion at z∼5 (e.g., Bouwens
et al. 2015c)2, and can provide a reasonable range in C from
cosmological simulations (e.g., Finlator et al. 2012). In

1. INTRODUCTION
A major phase transition in the early universe takes place
during the Epoch of Reionization (EoR), in which hydrogen in
the intergalactic medium (IGM) is transformed from a neutral
to an ionized state. The EoR is closely connected to the
formation of the ﬁrst galaxies, and thus the study of its
evolution in time and space is important for understanding
galaxy formation in the early universe.
The study of absorption due to intervening neutral
hydrogen in the IGM in ultraviolet (UV) spectra of quasars
allows us to pinpoint the end of the EoR (i.e., the time when
the universe is fully ionized) to z∼6 (Fan et al. 2006;
McGreer et al. 2011; Mortlock et al. 2011). Furthermore, the
rapid decrease in the fraction of star-forming high-redshift
galaxies with Lyα emission at z>6 suggests that the
universe became ionized very quickly on timescales of only a
few hundred million years between z∼6 and z∼10 (e.g.,
Stark et al. 2010; Ono et al. 2012; Schenker et al. 2013; Faisst
et al. 2014; Matthee et al. 2014; Robertson et al. 2015). In
addition to these direct observations, the temperature
ﬂuctuations in the cosmic microwave background (CMB)
allow the measurement of the integrated density of free
electrons from z=0, through the EoR, to z∼1100 when the
CMB
emerged.
Recent
measurements
suggest
τe=0.055±0.009 and constrain the end of the EoR to
7.8 zion8.8, assuming an immediate ionization of
hydrogen (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016).
Although such observations are able to reveal the time
frame of the EoR, we are mostly tripping in the dark about
the origin of the dominant ionizing sources. Quasars and starforming galaxies are currently the competing players for
providing energetic photons to ionize hydrogen at z>6.
However, because of the suggested sharp decline in the
number density of quasars with increasing redshift at z>6,

1

However, they contribute to the reionization of helium at z∼3 (see also
Madau & Haardt 2015).
2
Note that this measurement depends on the assumed stellar populations.
Speciﬁcally, the inclusion of binary stellar populations may lead to
signiﬁcantly higher xion (Ma et al. 2016; Stanway et al. 2016; Steidel et al.
2016; Wilkins et al. 2016).
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contrast, fesc is puzzling, and unfortunately it directly affects
QH II and tel and therefore our picture of galaxies during
reionization.
With only fesc as a free parameter, different studies suggest
that fesc =10%–20% at z>6 is necessary for galaxies to fully
ionize the universe (Bolton & Haehnelt 2007b; Finkelstein
et al. 2012; Kuhlen & Faucher-Giguère 2012; Bouwens et al.
2015a, 2015c; Mitra et al. 2015; Robertson et al. 2015; Khaire
et al. 2016; Price et al. 2016). Simulations do not agree on fesc
at high redshifts and ﬁnd either very high (e.g., Sharma
et al. 2016) or very low values (e.g., Gnedin et al. 2008; Ma
et al. 2015). Furthermore, they predict a strong dependence on
the mass of dark matter halos and star formation (e.g., Wise &
Cen 2009; Razoumov & Sommer-Larsen 2010). Direct
observational constraints on fesc in the EoR are not possible
because of the increasing opacity of the IGM to LyC photons at
z>4 (e.g., Madau 1995; Inoue et al. 2014). Except for one
strong LyC emitter at z=3.2 with fesc >50% (de Barros
et al. 2016; Vanzella et al. 2016b), the handful of conﬁrmed
LyC emitters at z<3 all show consistently fesc 8% (Steidel
et al. 2001; Leitet et al. 2013; Borthakur et al. 2014; Cooke
et al. 2014; Siana et al. 2015; Izotov et al. 2016a, 2016b;
Leitherer et al. 2016; Smith et al. 2016). The numerous nondetections listed in the literature show upper limits of
fesc ∼2%–5% over large ranges of redshift (Vanzella et al.
2010; Sandberg et al. 2015; Grazian et al. 2016; Guaita et al.
2016; Rutkowski et al. 2016; Vasei et al. 2016). If galaxies are
responsible for ionizing the universe at z>6, then clearly their
population-averaged LyC escape fraction needs to increase
substantially with redshift by at least a factor of two (see also
Inoue et al. 2006). What methods can we use to access fesc
observationally in the EoR? Radiative transfer models suggest
a correlation between the ratio [O III]/[O II]and fesc in densitybound H IIregions (e.g., Nakajima & Ouchi 2014), and a
handful of recent observational studies verify this positive
correlation (de Barros et al. 2016; Izotov et al. 2016a, 2016b;
Vanzella et al. 2016a, 2016b). The increased [O III]/Hβratios
found in z>5 galaxies (e.g., Stanway et al. 2014; RobertsBorsani et al. 2015; Faisst et al. 2016a) hint toward an
increasing [O III]/[O II]ratio for the global population of
galaxies at high redshifts and therefore could be the smoking
gun for a strong evolution in fesc (z). Currently, the [O II]line
cannot be measured spectroscopically at z>4, and the use of
broad-band photometry to determine [O II]line strengths is
degenerate with the 4000 Å Balmer break, which is a strong
function of age and other galaxy parameters. However, local
analogs of high-redshift galaxies can be used to probe the
physical properties of these galaxies.
This paper aims to provide the ﬁrst observationally based
prediction of fesc in galaxies at z>6. To this end, we select
local high-z analogs (LHAs) by their Hαemission (see Faisst
et al. 2016a). We use these to predict the [O III]/[O II]ratios of
high-redshift galaxies and, with an empirical correlation
between [O III]/[O II]and fesc , ultimately the redshift evolution
of fesc (Section 2). With our prediction of fesc we then derive
QH II (z) and tel (z) and comment on the capability of galaxies to
reionize the early universe (Section 3). Throughout this work
we adopt a ﬂat cosmology with ΩΛ,0=0.7, Ωm,0=0.3, and
h=0.7. All stellar masses are scaled to a Chabrier (2003)
initial mass function.

2. PREDICTING fesc AT HIGH REDSHIFTS
2.1. Locals as Analogs for High-redshift Galaxies
The resemblance of the physical properties of high-redshift
galaxies and subsets of galaxies at low (z < 1) or local (z ∼ 0)
redshifts has been known for almost a decade and is a subject
of study in the very recent literature (Cardamone et al. 2009;
Stanway et al. 2014; Bian et al. 2016; Erb et al. 2016; Faisst
et al. 2016a; Greis et al. 2016; Masters et al. 2016). Some of the
most famous representatives of low-redshift high-z analogs are
the “Green Peas” at z∼0.2 (Cardamone et al. 2009) or the
ultra-strong emission line galaxies (USELs) at z∼0.8 (Hu
et al. 2009). In any case, the LHAs are characterized by an
increased surface density of star formation rate (SFR) and
Hαequivalent width (EW)3 compared to the average local
galaxy population (e.g., Masters et al. 2016). In particular,
Faisst et al. (2016a) measure the [O III]/Hβline ratios of
average z∼5.5 galaxies via the Spitzer color excess and verify
a good agreement with LHAs selected by EW (Ha)>300 Å.
This ﬁrst-order veriﬁcation motivates the use of LHAs selected
by HαEW to predict spectroscopic properties of high-redshift
galaxies in the EoR. Here, we use a sample of more than
100,000 local (z < 0.1) galaxies drawn from the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS, York et al. 2000) DR12 release (Alam
et al. 2015) using the SDSS query tool.4 The galaxies are
selected to have signal-to-noise ratio S/N>5 in all the
important optical emission lines ([O II], [O III], Hα, Hβ, and
[N II]), and no component from active galactic nuclei. We
select LHAs for galaxies at a redshift z by selecting SDSS
galaxies with EW (Ha)∣SDSS = EW (Ha)(z )  D (z ), using the
relation for EW (Ha)(z) presented in Faisst et al. (2016a)
including the 1σ conﬁdence interval (Δ) in EW at a given z.
The relation between EW (Ha) and redshift has been measured
using various spectroscopic surveys at z∼0–3 (e.g., Erb
et al. 2006; Steidel et al. 2014; Silverman et al. 2015; Sobral
et al. 2015) as well as up to z∼6 (e.g., Faisst et al. 2016a)
using the excess in Spitzer [3.6 μm] – [4.5 μm] colors for a
large sample of galaxies with spectroscopic redshift determinations as part of the Cosmic Evolution Survey (Scoville
et al. 2007). For further details of the derivation of this
relation, we refer the reader to Faisst et al. (2016a). Here we
give the parameterization of this relation as
⎧ 20+15 ´ (1 + z)1.87 , z < 2.2
8
EW (Ha)(z) = ⎨ +51
⎩ 37-7 ´ (1 + z)1.30 , z  2.2
⎪
⎪

(1 )

The error is given in the normalization and accounts for the
physical scatter as well as the uncertainties of the measurements at low and high redshift. These uncertainties are
propagated through this analysis and are included in the
following results. We stress that, despite the obvious
similarities of LHAs and intermediate galaxies (z ∼ 2, see also
Figure 1), the use of LHAs to infer the properties of very highredshift galaxies has not yet been fully veriﬁed. The following
results therefore depend strongly on the assumption that strong
Hα-emitting local galaxies (equivalent to high speciﬁc SFR)
are indeed similar to actual high-z galaxies and that the ISM
properties do not depend greatly on the environment in which a
galaxy was formed. This does not have to be the case, since the
cradles of formation for very high-z galaxies are surely
3
4

2

Note that EW (Ha) is proportional to the speciﬁc SFR of a galaxy.
http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr12/en/tools/search/sql.aspx
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Figure 1. Top: the predicted redshift evolution of [O III]/Hβ(left), metallicity (middle), and [O III]/[O II](right) from LHAs selected by HαEW in SDSS. The purple
hatched band shows these properties as a function of EW (Ha) (upper x-axis) for the local SDSS galaxies. The orange symbols show these properties for intermediateand high-redshift galaxies (see text for references) as a function of redshift (bottom x-axis). This comparison motivates the use of local galaxies selected by EW (Ha)as
analogs for high-redshift galaxies. The connection between EW (Ha) and redshift is as given in Equation (1) (see also Faisst et al. 2016a). Bottom: SDSS color
composites of three randomly picked representatives of LHAs for four different HαEWs, mimicking four different redshifts (z = 0.5, 2.0, 5.0, 7.0 from left to right
and top to bottom; stamps are 60″ × 60″ in size). The LHAs show similar morphology to observed high-redshift galaxies.

different (more dense, more galaxy interactions) to those of
local galaxies. Ultimately, the James Webb Space Telescope
( JWST) will be able to test these assumptions further and will
provide a clearer picture.

actual galaxies at high redshift (from either spectroscopy or
Spitzer color excess at z > 4) from the literature (for [O III]/Hβ:
Colbert et al. 2013; Steidel et al. 2014; Silverman et al. 2015;
Sanders et al. 2016; for metallicity: Maiolino et al. 2008; Faisst
et al. 2016b; for [O III]/[O II]: Rigby et al. 2011; Le Fèvre et al.
2013; de los Reyes et al. 2015; Hayashi et al. 2015; Khostovan
et al. 2016). All in all, there is a good agreement in all the
shown spectral properties of LHAs selected purely by EW (Ha)
and actual high-redshift galaxies up to z∼5, where current
measurements of [O II], [O III], and Hβare possible. This
suggests that the HαEW (closely related to the speciﬁc SFR) is
strongly correlated with the conditions of the ISM in these
galaxies, or, vice versa, that the ISM of galaxies with strong
Hαemission is very similar at all redshifts at least up to z∼5.
Under the assumption of EW (Ha) being the main diagnostic of
the spectral properties of galaxies, we use it as the quantity for
the selection of local galaxies to predict the spectral properties
of galaxies at z>5 where currently no such measurements are
possible. As mentioned in Section 2.1, this assumption has yet
to be tested by the next generation of telescopes such as JWST.
From the LHAs we infer average [O III]/Hβratios of ∼4–5
and [O III]/[O II]ratios larger than 3–4 at 6<z<8. The gasphase metallicities of z>6 galaxies are predicted to be
12 + log (O H) < 8.0 on average, but with a substantial

2.2. Predicted Emission Line Ratios of High-z Galaxies
The top panels of Figure 1 show the dependence of the
spectroscopic properties of the local SDSS galaxies on
EW (Ha) for galaxies with 8.5 < log (M M) < 9.5 with a
median of log (M M) ~ 9.0 (similar to the galaxies observed
at high redshift). The dependence of these relations on stellar
mass is discussed in Section 2.4. We show the dependence of
[O III]/Hβratio (left), gas-phase metallicity5 (middle), and
[O III]/[O II]ratio (right) on EW (Ha) (top x-axis), with the
median shown as a purple line and the 1σ scatter visualized by
the purple hatched band. Together with Equation (1) and the
assumption that these galaxies are high-z galaxy analogs, this
can be interpreted as a redshift evolution of these quantities
(bottom x-axis), which allows us to predict the spectroscopic
properties of galaxies at higher redshifts. The open orange
symbols show the measurement of the three quantities for
5

Metallicities are shown in the calibration of Maiolino et al. (2008).

3
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number of escaping ionizing photons and therefore high fesc
(e.g., Nakajima & Ouchi 2014). In Figure 2, we show eight
detections of fesc and four upper limits, each of them with
reliable spectroscopic measurements of [O II]and [O III](Leitet
et al. 2013; Borthakur et al. 2014; Izotov et al. 2016a, 2016b;
Leitherer et al. 2016; Vanzella et al. 2016b). The limit at
[O III]/[O II]>10 (estimated from only a spectroscopic detection of [O III]) and fesc >50% shows the recent detection at
z=3.2 (de Barros et al. 2016; Vanzella et al. 2016b). The
positive correlation between fesc and [O III]/[O II]ratio is
evident, although mostly driven by the limit at large fesc . It
should therefore be used with caution and its uncertainty must
be included in the following analysis. We describe this relation
with the analytical form
[O III] [O II] = f + (f + a)b + a ,

(2 )

and use the substitution f = log ( fesc). The best ﬁt
+0.09
+0.83
(a = 2.600.09 and b = 2.52-0.16 ) is shown as a black line.
The gray band shows the 1σ and 90% asymmetric conﬁdence
interval of the ﬁt, which is determined by a bootstrapping
method and takes into account the limits and uncertainties of
the measurements. We will see that including the uncertainties
of this relation lowers the predicted fesc at a given redshift. The
blue region in Figure 2 shows fesc >10%, i.e., the value that
must be reached by z∼6 such that galaxies can dominate
reionization given our current knowledge. We see that these
values are reached at [O III]/[O II]∼4–7, corresponding to
z6.5 for average galaxies at log (M M) ~ 9.0 (Figure 1).
Finally, we note that the derivation of fesc itself depends on
model assumptions. Speciﬁcally, the inclusion of a binary
stellar population, suggested to be more common at high
redshifts (Stanway et al. 2014; Steidel et al. 2016), could lower
the derived fesc values.

Figure 2. Observed correlation between [O III]/[O II]ratio and fesc from a
compilation of literature data with limits shown by arrows. The black line
shows the best-ﬁt median relation with an envelope of the 1σ and 90%
conﬁdence interval. The analytical parameterization is given in Equation (2).
The blue shaded area shows fesc >10%, needed for galaxies at z>6 to
reionize the universe.

scatter leading to values above 8.0 for some galaxies. Such
large scatter is consistent with measurements of metallicity in
z∼5 galaxies based on rest-UV absorption features and is
expected from the different evolutionary stages and dust
attenuation as well as gas inﬂows in these systems (e.g., Faisst
et al. 2016b).
Finally, the bottom panels of Figure 1 show the morphological resemblance of our LHAs to high-redshift galaxies. With
increasing EW (Ha) (and therefore corresponding redshift), the
LHAs become more compact and blue and show clumps in UV
light as seen in high-redshift galaxies at z=2–4 (e.g., Förster
Schreiber et al. 2011; Hemmati et al. 2015).

2.4. Redshift Evolution and Mass Dependence of fesc
Using the redshift evolution of [O III]/[O II]inferred from
SDSS galaxies (left panel of Figure 1) and the empirical
relation between [O III]/[O II]and fesc (Equation (2), Figure 2),
we can now predict fesc as a function of redshift with the given
uncertainties. For this end, we use a Monte Carlo sampling
approach, taking into account the scatter in the
[O III]/[O II]versus redshift relation and the uncertainties/
limits in the [O III]/[O II]versus fesc correlation. In detail, we
sample 5000 galaxies for each redshift bin and draw
[O III]/[O II]ratios to reproduce the observed distribution at a
given redshift. For each of these galaxies we then draw fesc
from the corresponding [O III]/[O II]ratio, a distribution that
we approximate with a skewed Gaussian to take into account
its asymmetric uncertainties.
The left panel of Figure 3 shows the ﬁnal distribution of
fesc (z) for different stellar mass bins. The dashed lines include
only the physical scatter in the [O III]/[O II]versus redshift
relation from our LHAs. The solid lines include the physical
scatter and the uncertainty in the modeling of the
[O III]/[O II]versus fesc relation. This in general lowers the
predicted fesc values (indicated by the arrows), and better
constraints on the correlation between [O III]/[O II]and fesc are
therefore crucial for a more detailed analysis. We also show the
1σ (90%) conﬁdence interval of the prediction as a dark (light)
gray band for the stellar mass range 8.5 < log (M M) < 9.5

2.3. Correlation between [O III]/[O II]and fesc
The absorption of Lyman continuum photons in the IGM
increases quickly by a factor of 100 or more close to z∼4
(e.g., Inoue et al. 2014). The direct measurement of the galaxy
intrinsic fesc at redshifts greater than this is therefore not
possible. However, its theoretically and observationally
motivated connection with the [O III]/[O II]ratio may allow
us to make predictions of fesc for distant galaxies.
Commonly, fesc is measured in local galaxies from spectra or
at intermediate redshifts by the detection of excess ﬂux in
narrow-band ﬁlters at rest-frame λ<900 Å. As summarized in
Section 1, the detection of Lyman continuum photons turns out
to be difﬁcult, and current searches are mostly ending in nondetections. With the recent addition of Lyman continuum
detections in mostly local galaxies, the positive correlation
between fesc and the [O III]/[O II]ratio became observationally
clear. The [O III]/[O II]ratio is a measure of the ionization
parameter in galaxies, which correlates with the star formation
density and thus the production of UV photons. A positive
correlation is expected from radiative transfer simulations and
is physically motivated by density-bound H IIregions and
stronger radiation ﬁelds that prevail in high-redshift galaxies. In
such environments, an increase in [O III]ﬂux, at a roughly
constant [O II]emission, is expected in connection with a large
4
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Figure 3. Redshift evolution of fesc inferred from our LHAs. Left: the thick, black solid line shows the prediction for galaxies with 8.5 < log (M M) < 9.5 together
with 1σ (dark gray) and 90% (light gray) conﬁdence intervals, including observed physical scatter in the [O III]/[O II]vs. redshift relation and uncertainties in the
[O III]/[O II]vs. fesc ﬁt. The dashed black line shows the prediction including only observational scatter (assuming no uncertainty in [O III]/[O II] vs. fesc ). The colored
solid and dashed lines show the same for 8.0 < log (M M) < 8.5 (brown), 8.5 < log (M M) < 9.0 (beige), and 9.0 < log (M M) < 9.5 (green). Right:
comparison of our predicted fesc (z) with model reconstructions (Kuhlen & Faucher-Giguère 2012; Mitra et al. 2015; Price et al. 2016) and simulations (Ma et al. 2015;
Sharma et al. 2016) from the literature. The colored lines show the best ﬁts to our predictions parameterized by fesc (z > 2) = fesc,0 ((1 + z ) 3)a for 2<z<8 (see
Table 1).
Table 1
Fit to Predicted fesc (z) for Different Stellar Mass Bins

but omit it for the other masses for the sake of clarity. Due to
the 10%–15% higher [O III]/[O II]ratios for ∼0.5 dex
lower stellar masses (see also Masters et al. 2016), fesc
shows a negative correlation with stellar mass. In general, fesc
is about 50% higher per 0.5 dex smaller stellar mass in
the range 8.0 < log (M M) < 9.5 at z∼6. From
the predicted [O III]/[O II]ratios of local galaxies and the
empirical relation between [O III]/[O II]and fesc , we infer
+8.3
+15.5
fesc = 5.73.3 % at z=6 and fesc = 10.4-6.3 % at z=9 for
8.5 < log (M M) < 9.5 on average (errors given as 1σ).
Statistically, about 30% of the galaxies at z∼6 show
fesc >10%, while this fraction becomes 50% at z∼9. We ﬁt
fesc = fesc,0 (1 + z )a for 2<z<8 with fesc,0= (2.3±0.1)%
and α=1.17±0.02 in the same stellar mass range. The best
ﬁts for the different stellar mass bins in the same redshift bin
are listed in Table 1. The right panel of Figure 3 compares our
prediction of fesc (z) with measurements in the literature from
simulations (Ma et al. 2015; Sharma et al. 2016) and fesc
reconstructions from Planck, Lyα, and QSO data (Kuhlen &
Faucher-Giguère 2012; Mitra et al. 2015; Price et al. 2016). In
general, our predicted fesc values are lower than in other
studies, except for the results from the FIRE simulation (Ma
et al. 2015). Other simulations including supernova feedback
(important in shaping the ISM and fesc ) suggest very similar
results for fesc in the range 10%–20% at z∼9 for our lowest
stellar mass bin (Kimm & Cen 2014; Cen & Kimm 2015). All
in all, our lowest stellar mass bin is consistent within 1σ with
the literature.
It has to be kept in mind that there is a strong dependence of
fesc on stellar mass as described above. Simulations suggest a
close correlation between mass of the dark matter halo or virial
mass and the LyC escape fraction in relative agreement with
the trends we ﬁnd (e.g., Wise & Cen 2009; Razoumov &
Sommer-Larsen 2010; Kimm & Cen 2014). Furthermore, a

Stellar Mass

8.5
8.0
8.5
9.0

<
<
<
<

log (M
log (M
log (M
log (M

M)
M)
M)
M)

<
<
<
<

9.5
8.5
9.0
9.5

fesc,0 (%)

α

+0.1
1.70.2
+0.2
2.50.2
+0.2
2.10.2
+0.4
1.40.3

+0.11
1.370.10
+0.13
1.400.10
+0.11
1.260.10
+0.29
1.430.41

Note. Analytical expression: fesc (z ) = fesc,0 ((1 + z ) 3)a . The ﬁt is performed
for 2<z<8.

negative correlation is found between Lyα escape fraction and
stellar mass (Oyarzún et al. 2016), which suggests a negative
correlation between fesc and stellar mass via the close
correlation between and LyC escape fraction (Dijkstra &
Gronke 2016).
3. CAN GALAXIES REIONIZE THE UNIVERSE?
We use the LHAs to predict fesc (z) and ﬁnd á fescñ ~ 6% at
z=6 and á fescñ ~ 10% at z=9 for the stellar mass range
8.5 < log (M M) < 9.5. This prediction comes with a
substantial physical scatter (due to the scatter in the
[O III]/[O II] ratios at a given redshift) and uncertainty stemming from the poorly constrained [O III]/[O II]versus fesc
relation. Statistically, ∼30% of the galaxies show fesc >10%
by z=6 for 8.5 < log (M M) < 9.5; however, there is a
stellar mass dependence that increases fesc by roughly 50% per
0.5 dex decrease in stellar mass (see Figure 3).
Is this enough for galaxies alone to reionize the universe?
The recent study by Price et al. (2016) reconstructs fesc (z)
needed for reionization from the latest Planck data and ﬁnds
2–3 times higher fesc values at z>6 compared to our
5
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predictions. Their ﬁndings are just consistent (within 1σ) with
our observationally based predictions for fesc for the smallest
stellar mass bin (8.0 < log (M M) < 8.5). This suggests that
the commonly found galaxies at high redshifts with
log (M M) ~ 9.0 are not sufﬁcient to ionize the early
universe; instead the ionization is mostly driven by low-mass,
low-luminosity galaxies at log (M M) ~ 8.0 .
In the following, we want to investigate the above question
in more detail and derive two important quantities: QH II (z) (the
volume fraction of ionized hydrogen) and tel (z) (the integrated
electron scattering optical depth). To achieve this end, several
assumption have to be made. First, the faint-end cutoff of the
UV LF (MUV,lim ) determines the number of faint galaxies that
are available for ionization (similar to the stellar mass function:
recall that fesc is anticorrelated with stellar mass). High-redshift
galaxies lensed by foreground low-redshift galaxy clusters
allow us to probe the UV LF to very faint magnitudes of
MUV ~ -12 at z=6–8 and have shown no indication of a
turnover (Alavi et al. 2014; Livermore et al. 2016). It is
therefore safe to assume a value of −13<MUV,lim <−10.
Furthermore, the production efﬁciency of Lyman continuum
photons (xion ) and the clumping factor (C) need to be known.
The former is measured observationally and is found to be
log (xion [Hz erg-1]) = 25.4  0.1 for a wide range of galaxy
properties at z∼5 (Bouwens et al. 2015c). The clumping
factor C = á nH2ñ n¯H2 is proportional to the recombination rate of
hydrogen6 and thus the net production rate of ions. It is
commonly constrained from simulations to be between 2 and 5,
and we assume á C ñ = 3 (e.g., Finlator et al. 2012). Other
reasonable values of C have little impact on the following
results.
With the relatively good constraints on xion and C and our
empirical prediction of fesc (z) we can now derive QH II (z) and
tel (z) using the following set of basic equations:
tel (z) = c á nH ñ sT

ò0

z

fe Q H II (z¢) H-1 (z¢)(1 + z¢)2 dz¢

density, ρuv, we use MUV,lim =−13 and −10 and the UV LFs
of Mason et al. (2015).
With our observationally driven prediction of fesc (z) and our
reasonable assumptions for C and xion , we can now investigate
whether galaxies can reionize the universe by z∼6. The left
panels of Figure 4 show QH II (z) for MUV,lim =−13 (top) and
−10 (bottom). The 1σ and 90% conﬁdence intervals from our
fesc predictions are given for log (xion ) = 25.4 and
8.5 < log (M M) < 9.5. We also show log (xion ) = 25.6 as
a dashed line for reference. The population-averaged
(8.5 < log (M M) < 9.5) results are shown in black
together with other stellar mass bins with colors as in Figure 3.
The right panels of Figure 4 show tel (z) with the same color
coding and assumptions. We ﬁnd that galaxies with
log (M M) ~ 9.0 are capable of ionizing the IGM by
1.8
zion = 5.3+2.4 and yield tel ∼0.05 with the combination
(MUV,lim , log xion ) = (-13, 25.4). Note that this is a population-averaged quantity and single galaxies may show very
different escape fractions and therefore contribute to a nonisotropic reionization of the universe. In particular, due to the
negative correlation between [O III]/[O II]and stellar mass, a
population of low-mass galaxies (log (M M) ~ 8.0 –8.5) will
reionize the universe slightly earlier (Δz ∼ 0.5, so roughly at
z ∼ 6). These ﬁndings are in good agreement with measurements of Lyα forest transmission, quasar absorption, and
gamma-ray bursts (e.g., Fan et al. 2006; Totani et al. 2006;
Bolton & Haehnelt 2007a; Faucher-Giguère et al. 2008;
McQuinn et al. 2008; Carilli et al. 2010; Bolton et al. 2011;
McGreer et al. 2011; Mortlock et al. 2011; Schroeder
et al. 2013) as well as the constraint from Planck on the
electron scattering optical depth (upper right panel of Figure 4).
The combination (MUV,lim , log xion ) = (-10, 25.4) yields
3.1
zion = 6.9+3.5, which is also in agreement within uncertainties
with the complementary observational constraints, but it
overshoots the constraints on tel by Planck; this leads to too
early a reionization. This analysis also depends on the assumed
value for xion (see dashed line in Figure 4 showing
log (xion ) = 25.6); in particular, higher xion have the same
effect as a lower stellar mass and lead to an earlier reionization.
Several recent studies have suggested that the inclusion of
binary stars in the stellar population models may result in
higher xion than the current canonical value of log (xion ) ~ 25.5
(Stanway et al. 2016; Wilkins et al. 2016). In fact, binary
models are expected to be more suitable at high redshifts
because of the low-metallicity environments and young stellar
populations (Ma et al. 2016; Steidel et al. 2016; Wilkins
et al. 2016). If binary populations were prevalent at high
redshifts, this would lower the fesc necessary for galaxies to
keep the universe ionized at z<9 to modest values of 4%–
24%, comparable to our estimates (e.g., Stanway et al. 2016).
Finally, there are not many constraints on the dependence of
xion on other galaxy properties. However, Bouwens et al.
(2015c) see a weak negative trend between the UV continuum
slope (β) and xion in their data at 3.8<z<5.0. Assuming a
positive correlation between stellar mass and β (i.e., more
massive galaxies having shallower slopes and likely more dust,
e.g., Finkelstein et al. 2012; Bouwens et al. 2014), this would
suggest a smaller xion for more massive galaxies. These trends
thus suggest that less massive galaxies might be even more
efﬁcient in ionizing, or, vice versa, more massive galaxies
less so.
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where trec is the hydrogen recombination time with αB the caseB recombination coefﬁcient. We assume Xp=0.75 for the
hydrogen mass fraction (e.g., Hou et al. 2011), the helium mass
fraction is given as Yp = 1 - Xp (Kuhlen & FaucherGiguère 2012), and the fraction of free electrons as
fe = 1 + Yp 2Xp at z4 and fe = 1 + Yp 4Xp at z>4.
Furthermore, we use a baryon density Ωb=0.04, the
Thompson scattering cross section σT=6.653×10−25 cm2,
and an IGM temperature T=20,000 K. We assume C=3 and
log (xion ) = 25.4 and 25.6. For the integrated UV luminosity
6

The recombination rate is proportional to the hydrogen density squared.
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Figure 4. Left: volume fraction of ionized hydrogen as a function of redshift assuming log (xion ) = 25.4 for MUV,lim =−13 (top) and MUV,lim =−10 (bottom) with
1σ and 90% conﬁdence intervals (for 8.5 < log (M M) < 9.5 only). The different stellar mass bins are indicated with colors. The thin line marks z<6, when the
universe is observed to be fully ionized. We also show log (xion ) = 25.6 for 8.5 < log (M M) < 9.5 as a dashed line for reference. Right: electron scattering optical
depth integrated up to different redshifts for MUV,lim =−13 (top) and MUV,lim =−10 (bottom) with 1σ and 90% conﬁdence intervals (for 8.5 < log (M M) < 9.5
only). The different stellar mass bins are indicated with colors. The gray hatched band marks the recent constraints from Planck. We also show log (xion ) = 25.6 for
8.5 < log (M M) < 9.5 as a dashed line. All in all, we ﬁnd that our observationally based prediction of fesc is just enough for galaxies to reionize the universe by
z∼5.3. Lower-mass galaxies are predicted to reionize the universe by Δz∼0.5 earlier.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Galaxies of lower masses are able to reionize the universe by
Δz∼0.5 earlier.
This work should be understood as the beginning of a more
detailed study of fesc during the EoR. Until now, this has been
hampered by the large uncertainties in the [O III]/[O II]versus
fesc relation. Furthermore, the link between LHA and actual
very high-redshift galaxies needs to be explored in more detail.
Future spectroscopic observations by the Hubble Space
Telescope will enhance the sample sizes of galaxies with
LyC detection and will add to a better understanding of the link
between [O III]/[O II]and fesc . Furthermore, WFIRST and JWST
will ultimately measure [O III]and [O II]in high-redshift
galaxies and thus verify the link between local galaxies and
the ﬁrst galaxies formed.

We use empirical trends seen in local galaxies to predict
emission line ratios and Lyman continuum escape fractions at
high redshifts. For this end, we combine the positive correlation
of the [O III]/[O II]line ratio and fesc based on low-redshift
galaxies with the predicted [O III]/[O II]ratios at high redshift
from LHAs. We ﬁnd increasing [O III]/[O II]line ratios with
increasing redshifts, reaching values of [O III]/[O II]∼3–4
commonly by z=6, which translates into fesc >6% on
average at z>6 for galaxies with log (M M) ~ 9.0 .
Statistically, including uncertainties and scatter, roughly 30%
of galaxies at z=6 show fesc >10%, and this fraction
increases to 50% at z=9. This ﬁrst observationally based
prediction of fesc suggests that its values for high-redshift
galaxies are substantially higher than the currently low fesc
limits measured in low-z galaxies, and thus hints toward a
strong redshift evolution of fesc . However, we also ﬁnd a strong
stellar mass dependence of fesc , driven by the stellar mass
dependence of the [O III]/[O II]ratio. In particular, a decrease
by 0.5 dex in stellar mass results in an increase in fesc of 50%.
Note that this is in agreement with the dark matter halo
dependence of fesc predicted by various simulations. If true, the
stellar mass function and its evolution with redshift—which is
likely coupled with the rest-UV LF—is an important ingredient
for assessing the importance of galaxies in the EoR. With our
observationally based prediction for the population-averaged
fesc (z) (thus ﬁxing an important, previously unknown variable)
and reasonable assumptions for C and xion we ﬁnd that galaxies
at log (M M) ~ 9.0 release a sufﬁciently large number of
1.8
ionizing photons to reionize the universe by zion = 5.3+2.4 for
3.1
MUV,lim =−13 and by zion = 6.9+3.5 for MUV,lim =−10.
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